COURSE SYLLABUS

Introduction to Painting (18+) 8-Week
Instructor: Michael Toke
Thursday 10 AM - 1 PM

- Class 1:
  ○ We learn concepts of value and form, mixing, blending, and application.

- Class 2:
  ○ We explore the colour wheel and learn how to paint a multi-coloured mango.

- Class 3:
  ○ We’ll complete and review our mango paintings. Then, we will enjoy an introduction to still life. This class take a visit into the gallery.

- Class 4:
  ○ We’ll explore landscapes and begin a new work on canvas.

- Class 5:
  ○ We will continue work on our landscape canvas paintings.

- Class 6:
  ○ We will learn how to create a portrait in black and white, and in colour.

- Class 7:
  ○ We experiment with the concepts of abstract painting through deconstructing still life and gameplay.

- Class 8:
  ○ Getting reset in our ongoing works or taking a second swing at our favourite or troublesome concepts, this class is an opportunity to paint freely.